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Abstract

The
Earth

musical, “Brother Francis and the Council of Creatures”, was inspired by the
ritual

“The Council of All Beings”, originally developed by environmental

activists Joanna Macy and John Seed. Using the viewpoints and voices of varied
creatures, the

musical addresses many environmental issues, and both inspires

and challenges people through the use of a creative and entertaining experience.

Introduction

My musical, “Brother Francis and the Council of Creatures”, was inspired by
the Earth ritual “The Council of All Beings,” which was developed by
environmental activists and writers Joanna Macy and John Seed. Macy and Seed
developed their Earth ritual to help foster compassion in people toward the
suffering Earth and Her creatures.
My purpose is the same, but | have put this
same idea into the form of a musical. My musical informs and presents the
audience with environmental problems such as: endangered and extinct species,
the degradation of our planet through pollution and overuse of land and
resources and the loss of habitats, all caused by the actions of human beings,
through the eyes of the creatures themselves.
My musical both inspires and
cautions people in an entertaining and creative way.
The musical opens with Saint Francis of Assisi, whom | call Brother Francis.
This introduction of his unique spirituality and way of looking at creation and
creatures sets the stage for the rest of the musical. Francis comes back to Earth
at a critical time in our history to talk to people about wonder and the
appreciation of the great gift of the Earth, and the need for them to learn
compassion toward Earth and her creatures. He points out the need to change
our way of thinking and relating to our planet.
Brother Francis calls together the Council of Creatures.
A number of
creatures are invited to speak to the audience about their experience of, and
feelings about what is happening to their world. The creatures, each using his or
her own voice, teach, inform, and inspire the audience. There is a good balance of
humor and seriousness in the animal scripts and songs. Each creature has a story
to tell and a song to sing to humanity.
“Brother Francis and the Council of Creatures” expresses themes presented
in the Earth Literacy Program at St. Mary-of-the-Woods College, and the
knowledge and wisdom that | have gained from my attendance there. By using
monologs, dialogue, and songs, |, along with my composer husband, Jamey
Whiting, have created this musical with the sincere attempt to move the hearts of
people and inspire much needed change in their lives. This musical is the best
offering we can make, taking the blessing the Earth Literacy Program has been to
me, and passing it on, in our own unique way. Brother Francis, before he left this
world, was laid on his beloved Mother Earth, and, calling his companions to his
side, said something that has profoundly affected me throughout my life, He said,
“I have done what is mine to do, may the Lord show you what is yours.” | feel |
have done one important thing that was mine to do in the form of this musical.

Cast of Characters

(In order of appearance)

Brother Francis, who

is St. Francis of Assisi:

He is humble, courteous,

passionate,

very animate, with many dramatic gestures.
Brother Wolf, “the Wolf of Gubbio,” in medieval legend: He
confident persona, intent on proving himself without apology.
Sister

Gazelle:

She

is proud

and

poised.

She

presents

with

has a strong and

a very

positive

persona.
Brother Worm:

He wiggles and squirms throughout

his narrative.

He is small

attitude, and

is very self-

voiced, and presents with humility.
Brother
assured.
Sister

Lion: He

is very showy

and

audacious,

with

He is definitely the king of the jungle.
Butterfly:

She

is

beautifully

winged,

gracefully

moving

her

wings

throughout her monologue. She has the persona of a teacher.
Brother Crab:

He’s street smart and

is very crabby,

angry, but in a humorous

way. He comes off as Chicago mafia type, with an accent.
Sister Passenger Pigeon:

She is a sorrowful and disappointed character, chastising

humankind for being the cause of her extinction.

Script
Opening: Brother Francis Preaching to the Birds
The musical opens with the chattering of Birds in the woods. Brother Francis is
standing and holding his arms out to them. His back is to the audience. Brother
Francis gestures with his hands to calm them.
Brother Francis:

Little brothers and sisters, please stop your chattering for a moment. If you
have now had your say, it is time that | also be heard. Pax et Bonum. Peace and
all good. You should praise your Creator very much and always love Him; he gave
you feathers to clothe you, wings so that you can fly, and whatever else was
necessary for you. God made you noble among his creatures, and he gave you a
home in the purity of the air; though you neither sow nor reap, he nevertheless
protects and governs you without any solicitation on your part. (Francis turns
around and faces the audience).
And you, my human brothers and sisters, Pax et Bonum.
Peace and all
good to you also!
There is something | would like to say to you as well,
concerning the providence of God—and | hope that you will listen as well as our
brother and sister swallows have.
| come to you at a critical time in the history of humankind. | have been
sent to speak to you, so that you might continue to thrive and rejoice and have a
future and a hope on this good Earth. Your Creator has blessed you with an
amazing and beautiful world.
He has given you lakes and rivers, streams and
springs to refresh you and to quench your thirst. He gave you plants and fruit and
grains and nuts to eat. He gave you air to breathe, and trees and stone and clay
for your shelter. He has given you cotton and silk and wool to clothe yourselves
with—and so much more. You have been given all you need on this Earth to live
happily and well.
But you have taken the Earth for granted. Your actions have compromised
the beauty and the health of your planet. You have forever changed the face of
the Earth and her ability to provide for you and your needs. God’s provision for
you was perfect, but you have wasted his provisions. This was your doing. So you
are thinking, “Who is this man and who does he think he is talking to us like this?”

You might recognize me as | am portrayed in the many statues that you see
in your gardens, surrounded by beautiful flowers. | am the man in the robe, tied
around the waist with a rope, with the funny bowl hair-cut. | usually have one of
our brother or sister birds in my hand and on my shoulder, and often a creature at
my side. My image is everywhere, yet that image of me is not who | am.
There have been more biographies written of me than any other human
being who has walked the Earth—yet still many of you do not know me. | am
Brother Francis. | never presumed or desired to be a priest, but just a simple
brother—a deacon. | never strove for sainthood, or ever believed myself worthy
of that—yet the Catholic Church made me a saint. And in recent years | have
been given the title of “The Patron Saint of Ecology.”
These honors and titles that I've been given don’t really matter to me—but
if these honors and titles help you to listen to me—and make you give more
credence to what | say—then | am glad for them. | ask you humbly to truly listen
to what | have to say and to take my words to heart. As | said, | have been sent to
you at a very critical time—to advocate for the Earth and her creatures—while
there is still time left. Now, during our time together, let me be who | really am
and do the work only | can do.
| learned some very important things in my life as | walked the beautiful
hills and mountains of my native Umbria. | learned that all things were alive with
the Spirit of our Creator. | rejoiced in the beauty of creation and | recognized
God’s goodness everywhere around me. | was intoxicated with love for the Earth.
But don’t over-sentimentalize me. | didn’t see all this beauty as a background. |
didn’t walk and dance around in front of a backdrop—like | was the only actor,
separate and apart from the world around me. And | never felt that the world
was created just for my pleasure.
| began to see and feel that | was inseparably connected to the Earth—that
all creation and all creatures were interconnected and that we were one. Your
scientific knowledge tells you the same thing. It has been said that we are all
made up of stardust. That means that at the time of the Big Bang—the beginning
of the universe, all matter came into existence, including the matter that we are
made of. You can call it Creation, as | do, or you can call it the Big Bang, it doesn’t
matter what you call it, but it is the same thing.

| am

a

religious

man.

We

did

not

have

investigation in the period of time in which | lived.

But

scientific

knowledge

and

| have seen the growth of

3
science, and don’t assume that | am opposed to it just because | believe in a
Creator, or that faith is opposed to science and vice-versa. Truth is truth. | can
only speak as any man or woman can speak, from my own experience. The lens
of time and viewpoint that we all look through may be different, but we are still
looking at the same amazing marvel—our Earth.
| want to speak to all people, not just Christians, but Jews, Muslims, Hindus,
and to those of all Faiths and to those who have none—and to you who put your
faith only in science. No matter what your Faith or your philosophy is, | know we
all know the great blessing we have in our planet home and | hope we can all see
the need to keep it healthy for ourselves and for future generations.
All of us are dependent upon each other and all living things and elements
for our very existence—and we know that all beings are important in the scheme
of things. | learned that God made all creatures for a specific purpose and put
them in a particular place. Your science of ecology tells you this. It uses different
language, of course, but it would say that all species are important to an
ecosystem and that each fills a particular niche and has an important job to do. If
you take just one species out of an ecosystem, or if you have too many individuals
of a species, the system gets out of balance and it just doesn’t work as well.
| learned that God loves each creature individually—like it was the only
one, and this is how | also learned to be. That is what the Scriptures say about
how God sees you and all he created. | didn’t just see a forest—I saw a specific
tree. | didn’t just look at flowers—I noticed each one. | didn’t just see a flock of
birds—I saw each bird. It also says in your Bible that God sees each sparrow that
falls—each suffering creature.
Brother Francis begins singing “When a Sparrow Falls”.
When a Sparrow Falls
Verse 1

When a sparrow falls with a broken wing
If you're there, will you care?
Will you feel the sting?

Verse 2

When the last big tree hits the barren ground
Where it once stood so tall

Will you hear the sound?

Chorus

The Christ of Compassion weeps
And calls for compassion from you and me.

Bridge

When the night draws near and the shadows fall
On a broken world,

Will you hear the call?
Verse 3

When our children cry for the things we’ve done
Will you see? Will you grieve?
For these precious ones?

Chorus

The Christ of Compassion weeps
And calls for compassion from you and me.

| saw creatures as my sisters and brothers—as individuals—just like my
human companions. | felt their joy and | felt their suffering. Each creature was
important to me. God showed me his love for all he created. | understood that
he poured forth his spirit and goodness into this beautiful world we live in and
that he delights in it. The more deeply | understood this, the more | began to
rejoice in our wonderful Earth—the more precious all beings became to me—the
more | saw all things literally illuminated with the goodness of God.
There is much legend written of me: how | tamed the wolf of Gubbio, how |
preached to the birds, how | rescued creatures from traps, and how | picked up
and placed brother and sister worms out of harm’s way. Yes, | felt compassion for
all of God’s creatures. | rejoiced in the Earth and creatures every day of my life.
There was, and still is much reason to rejoice, but now, in your time on this Earth,
there is also much cause for concern—for mourning—and for repentance.
| never saw in my day what you see and experience in yours: the pollution
of your air and water, the loss of habitats for creatures, the extinction of many
species, the terrible suffering of the Earth and creatures from oil and coal ash
spills, acid rain, and the dumping of chemicals—and worst of all nuclear waste
and radiation. You are now facing a suffering creation—a suffering that you, my
sisters and brothers, have caused on God's good Earth. The Earth is suffering. Do
you hear her cries? Do you hear the cries of suffering creatures? The trouble is
creation has no voice to tell you. Yet, even if you cannot hear, | want you to know

that God hears. The Creator who has poured himself out so unselfishly into his
creation and your beautiful Earth, hears the cry of the suffering Earth.
Song:

The music to the song “The Cry of the Poor” begins softly and the chorus is

sung.
“The Lord hears the cry of the poor.
of the poor. Blessed be the Lord.”

Blessed be the Lord.

The Lord hears the cry

Brother Francis:

“Who are the poor, the marginalized, and the downtrodden? Can you, my
brothers and sisters, begin with me to extend the meaning of the poor to
suffering creatures and suffering creation?
Can you widen the circle of your
compassion to all life, to all creatures? Can you begin to see lowly creatures as
brothers and sisters? This is what | am asking you to do. Let us try this evening to
expand our compassion to suffering creation.
Song:

The music to “The Cry of the Poor” begins playing again and the chorus:

“The Lord hears the cry of the poor.
the poor. Help us Lord, we pray.”

Blessed be the Lord.

Help us hear the cry of

Brother Francis:

Tonight, brothers and sisters, | am calling together a meeting. We
to give a voice to God’s suffering creatures. We will give them a chance
us—to teach us and to tell us how they feel. | now call together The
Creatures! Creatures come forward and take your places, and you will
a chance to speak your piece to humanity. Take your places, and you
have the opportunity to represent your kind in this council.

are going
to talk to
Council of
each have
will each

As the names are called, the creatures come into the room and sit at their seats.
Brother Wolf, Come Forward.
Sister Gazelle, Come Forward.
Brother
Worm, Come Forward.
Brother Lion, Come Forward.
Sister Butterfly, Come
Forward.

Brother Crab, Come

Forward, Sister Passenger Pigeon, Come

Forward!

6.
Welcome all of you, and thank you for coming.
(Motioning to chair
opposite those of the creatures and addressing the audience). Here we have an
empty chair. Which of you humans would like to take this seat and represent
your kind, humanity,

has to say?
Song:

at the council?

Who

is willing to listen to what the council

(Volunteer takes his or her seat).

Cry of the Poor, Chorus:

“The Lord hears the cry of the poor.
the poor. Help us Lord, we pray.”

Blessed be the Lord.

Help us hear the cry of

Brother Francis:

Creatures, now is your time.

Let us begin with Brother Wolf.

Brother Wolf:

| am Brother Wolf, the Wolf in legend known as “The Wolf of Gubbio.” |,
along with the rest of my species, have been a misunderstood and maligned
creature throughout history. People have been afraid of me and misinformed
about me throughout the ages. Why | have instilled so much fear in humans, | do
not know. | really would rather not have anything to do with humans at all, if |
could help it.
| am not the vicious marauder of fairy tales and fables. Maybe people fear
me because of my howl at night. It raises the shackles of your souls. But perhaps
it is not me you fear, but the wildness in yourselves.
In the Middle Ages, which was in Brother Francis’ time, the image of the
wolf as being demonic and dark was perpetuated in the myth of the werewolf.
My kind was killed without mercy because of silly superstitions.
Yet Brother
Francis had understanding of us. He saved me from certain death at the hands of
the townspeople of Gubbio.
| was just hungry. How can any creature help that? | had killed some sheep
outside of the town of Gubbio because deer and other animals that | usually ate
were scarce. The townspeople were ready to kill me, but dear Brother Francis
stopped them. Francis was not afraid of me. He knew that | was hungry and that
| was not a big threat to the people of Gubbio. He made peace with me. He took
my paw in his hand and he made a pact with me. We made an agreement that if |

would stop killing the livestock, the townspeople would feed me and take care of
me for the rest of my life, and there would be peace between us. Francis called
me “Brother Wolf.” He treated me with humility and respect. He didn’t look

down on me because | was not human.
fellow creature of God.
In our modern

time

we

He showed great compassion for me as a

wolves

continue

to

be

a

mistreated

and

misunderstood species. Many humans are convinced that we should be wiped off
the face of this Earth because we are too much a threat to livestock and too great
a competition for hunters. There is even a movement now to take us off the
endangered species list, which affords us some protection now. It is proposed by
those who would perpetrate our demise.
We wolves are predators, yes, but so are you humans. We are worthy and

deserve

to live.

We

are an

important

part of the

balance

of life and

the

ecosystems that we live in. As you humans say, “God don’t make no junk.” We
are worthy just because the Creator created us. If you would open your minds,
there is much that we could teach you.
Native Americans used to say that wolves have “teacher medicine.” They
used to follow us in our hunts and learned ways of hunting from us. They also
observed our social structures -- how we lived and related to each other. We live
in family groups called “packs.” We are highly social creatures, not unlike most of
you. But you will rarely ever see a “lone wolf”. That would be totally against our
nature and is the most pitiful condition a wolf could find himself in.
You humans could learn from us in this regard as well. We need our pack
for our well being and survival. Many humans are lonely because they have no
community or support systems. Many are isolated and in need of love and human
kindness. Learn from us the need for community.
| humbly ask of you, my human brothers and sisters, to go beyond your
prejudice against us and keep an open mind. Inform yourselves about us and our
plight, and then act accordingly. Most of all, | ask you for protection. | ask you to
let us continue to live on this beautiful Earth.
Brother Wolf sings “Misunderstood” with the Animal Chorus.

Misunderstood
Chorus

Misunderstood
He’s so misunderstood.

Rap

Yah, all you heard about me is bad
And that ain’t good.

Chorus

Misunderstood
He’s so misunderstood.

Verse 1

It’s my howl at night.
It’s how | prowl at night.
It’s the bad things they say
That just ain’t right.
Cause there’s no such thing as a Werewolf,
And there’s no such thing as a lone wolf.
I’m just looking after my own kind.
Just Like you, I’m just trying to get by.

Verse 2

| need
| need
| feed
But so

to eat like you.
my pack just like you.
on other creatures,
do you.

Brother Wolf sits back down

and

Brother

Francis

nods to him.

Brother

Francis

looks at Sister Gazelle and motions to her:
Brother Francis:

Thank you, Brother Wolf.

We shall consider all that you have said to us. And

now, let us hear from Sister Gazelle.

Sister Gazelle stands and begins speaking proudly.
Sister Gazelle:

| leap and | run across the vast plains of Africa, where in some

places the

land and animals exist in the same kind of freedom they have had for thousands
of years.
home.

Have you heard of the Serengeti Plains?

The Serengeti Plains are my

| am a gazelle—one of the fastest antelopes on Earth. | am graceful and
beautiful. Look at my wonderful horns—that is how you can spot my kind as we
cross the plains.
| grace the face of the land, along with other herds of
magnificent animals like zebras, elephants, rhinoceros’, giraffes, and the fierce
lions that we need to watch out for.
Many people come to Africa on safari to see me and other animals in the
wild. There are so few places on Earth where so many different creatures still
have room to roam. There are so few places! | am one of the lucky animals today
because | still roam free in this modern world that keeps taking away the homes
of animals. Without space to live in, so many animals are being lost. There are so
many people in this world always wanting more land to farm or to take resources
from or to expand cities with.
Can you imagine a world where there are no wild places—where no
animals can run free—a world where the only animals you see are behind fences
or in zoos behind bars?
How does your spirit feel when you see wild nature? How does your spirit
feel when you see me leap and dance across the plains of my home? Does that
not fill you with awe and wonder? Doesn’t it feel good and right to appreciate the
beauty of God’s good Earth? Isn't my freedom a blessing to you as well?
Without wild places—untouched places—we animals would not only suffer,
but you humans would suffer as well. | believe the human spirit would despair.
The wonder you feel when you observe a truly wild place, and the magnificent
animals in it, is part of your spiritual and religious sense that was given to you by
God.
Please help us animals and ensure that special places like my Serengeti
Plains continue to exist.
Sister Gazelle begins to sing “Leave Me My Freedom”.
Leave Me My Freedom
Verse 1

Leave me my freedom.
Let me leap and run
Across the plains of my homeland

Toward the rising sun.
Leave me my freedom
Only the wild can give

To all my brothers and sisters
So that we may live.
In a sea of grass so vast
Waving in the wind
With herds of creatures always moving
Weaving out and in.
Verse 3

Leave me my freedom.
You need your freedom too.
Your spirit needs all the wonder
My freedom gives to you.

Sister Gazelle sits back down and Brother Francis nods to her.
Brother Francis:

Sister Gazelle, thank you for your inspiring words to us. | hope that wild
places like your beloved Serengeti Plains will be forever preserved on this Earth,
and that creatures will be able to continue to enjoy the freedom these places
give.

Now, Brother Worm,

Brother

Francis

motions

it is your time to speak.
to Brother Worm

to stand.

Brother Worm

stands

and

begins speaking.
Brother Worm:

| wish | could tell you | was a brilliantly colored, flashy animal, or a graceful
one that is able to run great distances, or a bird with feathers and wings that can
soar through the air. That's what you would like to see. That’s what you would
notice—unless you work in the soil, or look to the ground after the rain, or
perhaps if you fish. Yes, you guessed, | am a worm—a lowly, humble worm. |
have no legs, no arms, and no wings. | don’t even have eyes to see. The only
movement | make is wiggle.
But do not equate flashiness, grace, or strength with importance.
| am
none of these things, but | am most essential. | am an important part of your
world—part of one of your most precious living resources, soil.

11.
| am a worm. | live in your soil and humus. Have you ever realized how the
name of your kind, “humans,” sounds so much like “humus,” and how closely
“humble” also sounds to “humus?” My human friends, | am here today to teach
you humility.
Brother Francis was very fond of worms. He knew of our significance. It is
said that when Brother Francis used to walk on his many journeys, if he saw one
of my kind on the road, in danger of being smashed by a cart, a horse, or a
careless person, he would pick my kind up and place him on safe ground, out of
harm’s way. Brother Francis called himself “Brother Worm.”
He was quite
comfortable being so called. Francis knew true humility.
You humans are a blessing and a curse. Unfortunately, you use your power
unwisely.
With it you conquer the Earth. You use your strength over other
creatures, plants and trees, and even your own kind. You have compromised the
health of Mother Earth on many levels. And with foolish practices you have used
up too many resources and you have used up the soil and left it barren and bare
to blow away and be lost forever.
Look at me, how | burrow in the ground—how | continually churn up the
soil. 1 want you to do the same—but in your minds and hearts. Think of the past;
turn it over in your minds. Look at what actions are no longer beneficial to this
Earth and yourselves. Look at what actions have harmed and destroyed the Earth
and other creatures. Look at what no longer works, then think of a better world.
Open your minds and hearts to change. Take time to listen to our Creator God
and see his spirit in all things. Be humble and willing to learn.
Many of us worms in the soil can shift large amounts of earth when we are
all working together.
You can do the same. If you continue your good efforts,
you can change your world. No matter how small your actions seem, with all your
actions added together, you can change the world.
Brother Worm begins singing “I’m Just a Worm”.
I’m Just a Worm
Verse 1

I’m just
All I do
I’m just
Don’t |

a worm.
is wiggle.
a worm.
make you giggle?

| have no arms, no hands, no feet.

| don’t even have any eyes to see,
And humility is something you can learn from me.
Verse 2

I’m just a worm.
| don’t even have a back-bone.
I’m just a worm.
Just tryin’ to find my way home.
I’m just a little muscle of brown or grey.
You'll step on me if I'm in your way.
But humility is something you can learn from me.

Chorus

Wiggle,
I’m just
Wiggle,
I’m just

Verse 3

I’m just a worm.
I’m not just only fish bait.
I’m just a worm.
That don’t make me second rate.
| have a job to do—that ain’t no lie.
| squirm through the soil and | fertilize,
And humility is something you can learn from me.

wiggle, wiggle, wiggle, wiggle,
a worm.
wiggle, wiggle, wiggle, wiggle,
a worm.

Brother Worm wiggles back to his seat and sits down.

Brother Francis nods to

him.
Brother Francis:

Thank you, Brother Worm for your wisdom and your message to us. May
human beings learn the great lesson of humility before it is too late. Now it is
time for us to hear from Brother Lion. Brother Lion, please speak to us now.
Brother Lion:

| have been called “King” of all the animals.

| am

big, powerful, majestic,

and awe-inspiring. All creatures look to me and fear—even you humans.

| am

Brother Lion.
Though your human bodies are weak compared to mine, you wield the
same kind of power over other creatures that | do—but you wield it with your
superior brains, your skillful hands, and your guns and machines. All creatures
tremble at your coming.
Can you feel the power that you have over others? | can feel it in the fear
that other creatures have toward me. | open my mouth and roar and all creatures
fear and run or hide. My mates listen to me without question. | am the boss. |
am an animal to be reckoned with!
We have an understanding, you and me. We are both—what do you say—
at the top of the food chain? We are both predators that prey on other species
for our survival. There is no one who preys on us—or gives us fear—not very
often, anyway.
If we let ourselves, we could begin to think that we are invincible. Wait a
minute—what am | saying? You HAVE let yourselves think this. You DO think this,
and that is you weakness and your greatest problem.
With your power and greed, you have changed the face of the Earth,
devastated the land, polluted the water and the air, and killed off species. In your
ignorance you have not considered the consequences of your actions. Now | tell
you bluntly, the tragic revelation that some of you are now realizing. You have
not only hurt the web of life and God’s creatures—but you have hurt yourselves
as well.
Learn from me. | am powerful, yes, but | am wise. We lions dSo not kill
more antelope or zebra than we need to survive. There must be a balance. There
is no room for greed in the animal kingdom.
| also understand and know the fear in the eyes of other creatures toward
me. | see and | remember. This is something you humans must practice. You
must practice compassion for the creatures vulnerable to you, and compassion
for the vulnerable Earth—and when that finally takes hold, maybe you can
exercise discipline and control. Maybe you can learn to put limits on what you do
for the good of all, so that all creatures can flourish and remain on God’s good
Earth.
Brother Lion begins singing “You Got the Power”.

You Got the Power

Chorus

You
Yah,
You
But

got
you
got
you

the power.
got the power.
the power, human being
gotta put a lid on it.

Verse 1

All creatures look at me and tremble.
| say, all creatures look at me and tremble.
All creatures look at me,

Run and hide behind a tree
But | don’t do the damage that you do.
Verse 2

All creatures look at you and
Yah, all creatures look at you
All creatures hear your guns,
Your big machines, and turn
But pollution is your biggest

tremble.
and tremble.
and run
legacy.

Brother Lion sits back down and Brother Francis nods to him.
Brother Francis:

Thank you, Brother Lion, for speaking to us at this council. May humankind
heed your warning and learn to use their strength with wisdom and caution—and
learn restraint. Now, Sister Butterfly, it is time for you to speak.
Brother Francis motions for Sister Butterfly, and she begins speaking as she
flutters her wings.
Sister Butterfly:
| have been the visual symbol of transformation, metamorphosis and
growth throughout the ages—and for you Christians, the symbol of the
resurrection of Jesus. The changes that | go through in my lifespan are a powerful
thing. My life cycle is a miracle that still has the power to amaze humankind. |

am Sister Swallowtail Butterfly.
| start my life as a caterpillar, a long striped insect with many legs, looking
much like Brother Worm, a humble and unassuming creature with no beauty to
speak of and nothing interesting about myself to make others take any notice of
me. But at the proper time of the year, | begin to create a chrysalis. Out of my
own body | wrap a covering around myself.
It looks like one of those tight
sleeping bags that some of you have slept in when you have been camping.
| sleep in this chrysalis for weeks. | lay dormant, unmoving and it would
seem as if | were dead, never seeing the light of day nor feeling the fresh breeze.
But this chrysalis is not permanent, it is not forever, it is not a tomb. It is only a
temporary house that facilitates my transformation—that helps me to become
something more wonderful and more beautiful than | was before. When | emerge
from my chrysalis, | am a new creature that is more useful in God’s plan of
creation.

| believe you humans are stuck in a chrysalis of fear, of stubbornness and
denial. You are in chrysalis stage and your fear is keeping you from moving on.
You would rather make walls of protection around yourselves and keep safe—
keep doing what you have always done and not be challenged when you are
presented with a crisis. You are in a huge crisis which requires a change in your
hearts and actions and your very way of being in the world.
You need to learn from me. Look at me. When | emerge from my chrysalis,
my whole being is transformed.
Instead of being stuck on the ground or on a
branch, | am free to spread my beautiful wings and fly—fly anywhere | want. | am
reborn—so much more agile, so much more capable and so much more full of

joy!
You humans have seen, read, and heard from scientists, ecologists and
experts that God’s good Earth is in peril. You know deep down it is true—but you
choose to go on living as you have been living—denying that this is true—or
letting your fear immobilize you and render you incapable of responding.
The
longer you refuse to act the more serious the problems become—the more
compromised God’s creation becomes—the more we creatures suffer, and you
yourselves suffer as well.
Human beings, emerge! Come out of the chrysalis and be the wonderful
creatures God has intended you to be! Take your rightful place as God’s good and
righteous stewards over the Earth. Love and care for her. Bless her with your
presence—don’t curse her to continued suffering.
| believe in you. | MUST believe in you. You are the only hope we
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creatures have for the survival of all species and the continued health and wellbeing of the planet. It is up to you. Die and let the Earth die or emerge into a
new day. God longs to make you a new creature. You know your path, NOW FLY!
Sister Butterfly begins to sing “Come Fly with Me”.
Come Fly with Me
Come fly with me.
Come leave your cocoon.
Come fly with me,
Fly high as the moon.
Look down at your world.
It’s beautiful
Far as the eye can see.
Come fly with me.
Verse 2

Come fly with me.
| believe in you.
Come fly with me,
It’s easy to do.
Just close your eyes
And see yourself
Where your heart longs to be.
Come fly with me.
Come fly with me.
I'll show you a dream.
Come fly with me.
See a world that can be.
You have the faith,
Your heart knows how.
You've already spread your wings,
Come fly with me.

Sister Butterfly sits back down and Brother Francis nods to her.

Brother Francis:

Thank you, Sister Butterfly, for your inspirational words and your
confidence in human beings. Thank you for your faith in us. | hope that the
citizens of our beautiful Earth will strive to make the changes that you suggest.
Now, Brother Crab, it is your turn to speak at this council.
Brother Crab gets up and pinches his claws in a menacing way as he looks at the
audience before he begins speaking.
Brother Crab:

Hey! I'm Crab. Brother Francis calls me Brother Crab—and he’s the only
one who can get away with that. You know why? ‘Cause | am mad--good and
mad at all of you! You see, | got a bone to pick with you.
| don’t know if you've even noticed, but my habitat—you know, THE DEEP
BLUE SEA—is getting a little murky lately. It’s getting a little hard to breathe
down here at the bottom of the Gulf of Mexico. | can’t see who's coming and
going, and who's after me. | value my life.
It is getting a little hard to survive down here—in fact my brother—and this
makes me really mad—now, who's the one who killed my brother? If any of you
got any information, you better cough it up now! Before | get snappy!
| used to be able to see about twelve feet ahead of me—now I'm lucky if |
can see my own two claws! So you think it’s funny, do you? You try to live down
here!
| went for something that | thought looked tasty—it turned out to be a
hypodermic needle! I'm telling you, it’s getting trashy down here. | feel like I'm
living in a garbage heap! On top of that, these hooks, cans, bottles, nets—are all
accumulating here. | even found an old leather boot the other day! | might as
well become a garbage broker! Everything | find is something one of you got rid
of. Do you think that if you throw something off a dock or out of your boat that it
just disappears? What about us? We got to live with it now. We don’t have
anywhere to throw it.
You have already created a dead zone here in the Gulf, south of the
Mississippi River. It’s the size of New Jersey! But you're not satisfied with that—
you got to mess up the gulf with oil, too. And oily! Man—I can’t get the oil off
me. I'm beginning to feel like a greaser! But all of you are more familiar with the
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pelicans and their grease problems. You see pictures of them all over. You can’t
look in the eyes of these birds and say that creatures don’t suffer! But all of us
suffer at your hands, not just the pretty ones—not just the poster children.
The oil spill in the gulf here is threatening all of us bottom feeders too.
Have you heard of these oil plumes?
It makes them sound like something
pretty—BELIEVE ME—THEY AIN'T PRETTY!
They're just huge patches of oil
moving around under the surface and moving deeper. Some of that oil is forming
into globs and settling down here at the bottom. We can’t get it off us, and we
can’t get away from it. We are stuck with this mess. The oysters and the clams
are dying—and | ain’t eating dead clams! They're nasty!
So, you get the picture? It's your fault! Stop doing what you're doing!
You're messin’ with my life—my neighborhood—my home—and the whole
ocean!
| want you to clean up your act while there’s still time for us crabs—
before it’s too late.
I’ll tell you how. And if you don’t do something about this problem, I'll sic
the Big Crabioso on you! And trust me, you won't like it. Stop polluting! That’s
all you got to remember. Stop polluting and start cleaning up your act. | don’t
want to see my family and my friends suffer any longer. | got connections, see.
And they're not all crustaceans!
That's all | got to say. Think about it.
Brother Crab sings “Quit Messin’”
Quit Messin’
Quit messin’ with my life,
Messin’ with my friends.
Your messin’ with the ocean never seems to end.
Quit messin’.
Quit messin’.
Quit messin’ with the oil.
Messin’ with the trash.
Quit messin’ with the world or it ain’t gonna last.
Quit messin.

Quit messin’.

‘Cause there goes the neighborhood,
Everything we thought was good,
Good food and a place to swim,
‘Cause you've been... messin’.
There goes everything | love.
Gettin’ dirty like the air above.
| want you to know, if you mess with the sea
You're messin’ with me.
Verse 3

Quit messin’ with the fish.
Messin’ with the nets.
You drag ‘em on the bottom till there ain’t nothin’ left.
Quit messin’.
Quit messin’.

Verse 4

Quit messin’ with my dreams,
Messin” with my home.
There ain’t no other place where | can go.
Quit messin’.
Quit messin’.

Brother Crab stares down

at the audience

with

a gesture

of warning

with

his

claws, and then sits down.

Brother Francis nods to Brother Crab and then begins

to speak—uvisibly sobered.
Brother Francis:

We hear you loud and clear, Brother Crab—and | don’t blame you for your
anger. May human beings stop messing with the Earth. If | can say so, | think you
put the fear of God in them—in me as well! (Brother Francis pauses). Now, last
but not least, it is time that we hear from Sister Passenger Pigeon. She has come,
as | have come, from beyond the grave—to give you a solemn message. Please
listen closely.

Sister Passenger Pigeon:

We

| am a bird that no longer graces the sky above you nor roosts in your trees.
were once so numerous that we looked like clouds that blackened the

American skies in the 18" and 19" centuries.
Do you know who | am? | guess that it was way before you were born. But
do you know that | ever existed? Do the history books remember me? | must
remind you, for my kind will never again live on your land.
| am an extinct
species—and that means FOREVER! | am Sister Passenger pigeon.
We were ruthlessly killed in our roosts because of the high demand for our
meat. To tell you plainly, we are extinct now because of human greed, and for no
other reason. We were hunted until there was not one of us left. But though we
are not present on our dear Mother Earth anymore, our memory must live on.
You must remember so that you do not make the same mistake again.
Think about this terrible knowing. We Passenger Pigeons were created by
God to fill a certain place and to fulfill a certain purpose in Creation, and humans
took us out of our Creator’s plan. Many other species have been brought to
extinction and many others are endangered now.
God has given you humans a special place in his creation—all of us creatures
are very acutely aware of this fact. God has made you in his image, to be like
him-like his son, Jesus.
He has also made you stewards of his creation. What an
awesome responsibility! And | do not feel you have lived up to your place and
purpose. When you learn to care for his creation, and to protect life—then | will
feel you have lived up to that responsibility
Humans are not the only beings that you can sin against. Sin is sin. Missing
the mark is missing the mark in whatever way.
Human beings are repeatedly
sinning against Creation—this wonderful, diverse marvel-your Mother Earth.
Mourn and be convicted. Repent and change your ways. | have come back
to teach you, and | pray to my Creator that you will truly hear the message |
speak—in memory of all the extinct creatures—and with compassion and concern
for those that are in danger of becoming extinct and for those that are now in
peril.
| humbly beg you, human beings, to remember species like mine that will
never again return. Humans, our fate is in your hands, and they are very capable
hands, with the Creator’s help. Let us creatures live and remain on this beautiful
Earth.

Sister Passenger Pigeon begins to sing:

“It Was Good.”

It Was Good
Verse 1

It was good
It was good
It was good
And feel the

to be on this Earth.
to be flying free.
to breath the breath of life
wind blow beneath my wings.

Verse 2

It was good to roost in the trees.
It was good with my friends around me.
It was good, like clouds we filled the skies.
But now we’re gone; oh how can this be?
Cause when God made me
He gave me wings,
Wings to fly and a song to sing.
When God made me
He smiled and said, it was good.
It was good.

Verse 3

It was good to see each sunrise.
It was good thinking we’d always be.
It was good not knowing what was coming.
We didn’t know; Oh how could we?

Chorus

Cause when God made me
He gave me wings,
Wings to fly and a song to sing.
When God made me
He smiled and said, it was good.
It was good.

Sister Passenger Pigeon sighs sadly and drops into her seat.
at her and looks pensive and sad himself.

Brother Francis nods

Brother Francis:

Thank you, Sister Passenger Pigeon. Your words are so important, because
we must make sure that our human brothers and sisters never forget that
extinction is forever—and that humans have the terrible power, but not the right,
to wipe any species off the face of the Earth.
Brother Francis pauses, a long pregnant pause—like
He then re-addresses the audience.

he is giving a silent prayer.

Thank you, all creatures, for coming and sharing with us.
Forgive
humankind for your suffering. May they strive to support you so that you may
continue and be blessed on the face of the Earth. Thank you, brothers and sisters,
for listening and being a part of this gathering. Let us try to open our hearts to
the message of this evening. Let us keep our hearts tender, so that God can teach
us through his beautiful Creation. Let us open our hearts to feel the joy and the
suffering of Creation. All good works and action on behalf of God’s good Earth
must begin with our awakened
human
hearts—hearts full of love and
compassion.
Brother Francis and the creatures of the council and the animal

up and sing “For the Sake of Us All”.
For the Sake of Us All

Chorus

For the sake of us all, dear Lord,
All nations and kingdoms.
For the sake of us all,
All races and creeds.
For the sake of us all,
For the health of all creatures, air, land, and sea,
I'll be tending to my own heart,
And make it a place of love and peace.
All the streams run into the rivers.
All the rivers run into the sea.

chorus all stand

The ocean waves move the water
‘Round the world endlessly.
Air | breathe is breathed in by others
And circles round the globe.
We all share in these blessings,
Rich and poor, young and old.
Verse 2

Though we live far apart, we're connected.
There’s no distance between our hearts.
All | do affects all others.
No matter where they are.
Even though the night has fallen
On the way of life we've known,
We can all work together
To save our precious home.
Each moment a new-born baby
Breathes in its first breath of life,
Unaware at that moment
Of all we’ve compromised.
Let’s remember their innocent eyes.
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(In order of appearance)

When A Sparrow Falls: (sung by Brother Francis)
Misunderstood:

(sung by Brother Wolf)

Leave Me My Freedom:
I'm JustA Worm:

(sung by Brother Worm)

You Got The Power:
Come Fly With Me:

(sung by Sister Gazelle)

(sung by Brother Lion)
(sung by Sister Butterfly)

Quit Messin’:

(sung and rapped by Brother Crab)

It Was Good:

(sung by Sister Passenger Pigeon)

For The Sake Of Us All: (sung by Brother Francis,
The Council of Creatures, and The Animal Chorus)

